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Abstract

Here, a grid voltage sensorless control of an LCL-filtered LC-tuned single-phase shunt
hybrid active power filter (HAPF) is proposed, which offers high-quality harmonic current
compensation with low hardware requirements. An estimation algorithm replaces the grid
voltage sensor and associated circuitry to reduce the size and cost. This paper presents a
straightforward and accurate modelling of the suggested structure and its filtering charac-
teristics, followed by a comprehensive yet simple parameter design procedure. An inherent
damping technique that uses digital delay rather than virtual or physical damping resistors
eliminates the need for additional sensors or extra power losses. As part of the design, a
high-quality reference current is generated for the filter, which is then effectively tracked
using a proportional controller with sufficient bandwidth and stability margin. An experi-
mental prototype is implemented to verify the theoretical results, and several steady-state
and transient waveforms are reported to demonstrate the superior performance of the
HAPF.

1 INTRODUCTION

Harmonic currents generated by non-linear loads cause power
quality problems, power losses, stability challenges, unpre-
dictable behaviour of power protection systems, and elec-
tromagnetic interferences. Power factor correction and the
elimination of current harmonics are mainly achieved using pas-
sive power filters (PPFs). While these filters have simplicity and
low-cost advantages, parallel resonance with the electric distri-
bution network poses a significant risk. Rather, active power
filters (APFs) offer flexibility, quick response, and the ability
to fully compensate for harmonics and reactive components
[1–5]. Despite the many advantages of APFs, like other power
electronic circuits, they have serious restrictions in high-power
applications, where power semiconductor switches must be
able to handle high voltages and currents. Shunt hybrid active
power filters (HAPFs) are regarded as a viable solution in high
powers to obtain a balance between the cost and filtering per-
formance. These filters have the advantages of a lower DC-link
voltage, higher power handling capability and the possibility
of implementation in higher voltage networks [6–8]. Although
the DC-link voltage of the converter significantly decreases, the
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converter current is still high (due to the series connection of
PPF and APF). Recently, a combination of a thyristor-controlled
reactor (TCR) with an APF is introduced [9–11]. This structure
is the same as the conventional HAPFs, but a TCR is added in
parallel with the PPF capacitor to flexibly compensate for the
reactive power at the price of added complexity and cost.

Different switching noise filters are used in the HAPF struc-
tures. The L filter [6–8], LC filter [12, 13] and LCL filter [14,
15] are used as switching noise filters at the output of the
converter of HAPFs. Authors in [15] propose the non-linear
modelling and control of a photovoltaic-fed improved three-
phase shunt HAPF. By successful use of an LCL filter in their
topology, the overall filter size and dimensions are reduced. The
dynamic model is obtained in the synchronous reference frame
and a non-linear sliding-mode controller is proposed. The pas-
sive LCL filter resonance damping is done using a resistor in
the capacitor branch at the cost of added losses [15]. The LCL
topology provides better switching noise mitigation with a lower
total inductance value. However, an exact system modelling
and straightforward parameter design procedure for the HAPF
applications cannot be found in the literature. Also, the inher-
ent resonance caused by the LCL filter can lead to instability of
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FIGURE 1 LCL-filtered LC-tuned single-phase shunt HAPF.

FIGURE 2 Equivalent circuit of Figure 1: (a) for fundamental and (b)
harmonic components.

the current control system. Passive and active damping meth-
ods are presented to overcome this problem, which add a real
or virtual resistor in the filter structure or the control algorithm,
respectively. Despite their simplicity, passive damping methods
suffer from additional power losses and lower attenuation of
switching noises [16, 17]. Active damping methods have the
advantages of flexibility and no power losses but have their lim-
itations, such as the need for additional sensors or some kind of
digital filter. Also, a control loop is added to the system and the
design and analysis of the overall control system become com-
plicated [18–20]. The delay-based inherent damping method is
also introduced, which does not need any extra measurements
or digital filters and stability of the single-loop control system
is ensured at certain ranges of the resonance frequency [21–23].
While damping methods use either a real or a virtual resistor,

FIGURE 3 Equivalent circuit of Figure 1 with grid shorted and load
opened.

FIGURE 4 Equivalent circuit of Figure 2b.

FIGURE 5 HAPF filtering characteristics for different values of K

(amplitude diagram).

in the delay-based method, the resonance frequency is carefully
selected such that adequate stability margins are obtained for
the single-loop control with a certain delay presented in the
loop. The effect of the grid impedance when determining the
resonance frequency and stability should be considered in this
technique.

Reference current generation (RCG) of the APF has a cru-
cial role in the proper operation of the HAPF. Many RCGs
are available in the literature that can be categorized into time-
domain and frequency-domain techniques. The time-domain
RCG schemes include the instantaneous active and reactive
power theory (PQ theory), synchronous reference frame (SRF)
method and notch filter.

This paper proposes grid voltage sensorless control of an
LCL-filtered LC-tuned HAPF structure, shown in Figure 1.
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754 KARBASFOROOSHAN and MONFARED

FIGURE 6 HAPF damping characteristics for different values of K

(amplitude diagram).

FIGURE 7 PPF compensation characteristics for different values of
capacitor CP and inductor LP (amplitude diagram).

The simple L-filtered LC-tuned HAPF is already presented in
[24–26], which suffers from a large inverter-side inductor and
the works lack an exact system modelling and filtering char-
acteristics analysis. In the proposed structure here, the power
electronic converter is connected in parallel with the induc-
tance of the passive filter and a high-order LCL filter is used
for switching noise attenuation. This configuration consider-
ably reduces the converter current and voltage compared to
the conventional HAPFs. The high-order filtering system is
modelled and its filtering characteristics are well studied. All
parameters are designed based on a simple and step-by-step
procedure in the frequency domain. The reference current gen-
eration and grid sensorless voltage control are then proposed.
The contributions of the paper can be summarized as:

FIGURE 8 Bode diagram of YA(s).

TABLE 1 System parameters.

Parameter Symbol Value

Grid voltage (RMS) VPCC 230 Vrms

Grid frequency f 50 Hz

Converter nominal power Srated 400 VA

DC-link voltage Vdc 150 V

PPF capacitor CP 100 µF

PPF inductor LP 11.2 mH

LCL grid-side inductor LA 0.75 mH

LCL grid-side inductor LI 0.75 mH

LCL capacitor CA 5 µF

Switching/sampling frequency fsw/ fs 10/20 kHz

∙ proposing an improved structure of a single-phase shunt
hybrid active power filter (HAPF);

∙ exact modelling of the proposed high-order system and
calculating its filtering characteristics;

∙ straightforward and stable parameters design of the proposed
high-order system;

∙ designing a stable digital current controller;
∙ replacing the voltage sensor with an estimator.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the
model of the proposed single-phase shunt HAPF and its fil-
tering characteristics. Section 3 explains the parameters design.
Section 4 illustrates the RCG and the detailed design of the
grid voltage sensorless control system. Experimental results on
a real prototype system are reported in Section 5 and Section 6
concludes the paper.
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KARBASFOROOSHAN and MONFARED 755

2 SYSTEM MODELLING AND
FILTERING CHARACTERISTICS

Figure 1 shows the LCL-filtered LC-tuned single-phase shunt
HAPF from which one can write:

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
iS = iL − iH

iA = iH − iP

iI = iA + iC

(1)

YH (s) =
iH (s)
vinv (s)

=
LPCP s2

LI LALPCACP s5 +
(

(LI + LA )LPCP + LI (LA + LP )CA

)
s3 + (LI + LA + LP )s

(2)

YA (s) =
iA (s)
vinv (s)

=
LPCP s2 + 1

LI LALPCACP s5 +
(

(LI + LA )LPCP + LI (LA + LP )CA

)
s3 + (LI + LA + LP )s

(3)

YI (s) =
iI (s)

vinv (s)

=
LALPCACP s4 + ((LA + LP )CA + LPCP )s2 + 1

LI LALPCACP s5 +
(

(LI + LA )LPCP + LI (LA + LP )CA

)
s3 + (LI + LA + LP )s

(4)

where iS, iL, iH, iP, iA, iC, and iI are the grid, load, HAPF
injected, PPF inductor, APF injected, LCL capacitor and single-
phase output inverter current, respectively. The equivalent
circuits for the fundamental and harmonic components are
shown in Figure 2, where the single-phase inverter is assumed as
a voltage source proportional to the source harmonic currents
as (2) and the load is considered as an ideal current source (IL)
[27].

vinv (s) = K ⋅ iSh(s) (5)

Also, to obtain the transfer functions in the Laplace domain,
the grid is short-circuited and the load is opened. Figure 3
shows the result. Accordingly, the transfer functions from the
inverter output voltage to the HAPF, APF, and inverter cur-
rents are calculated as (3)–(5). From (2)–(4), the equations for
the compensation currents are obtained as (6).{

iH (s) = KYH (s) ⋅ iSh(s)

iA(s) = KYA(s) ⋅ iSh(s)
(6)

According to Figure 2b and using (2), the KVL equation in
the left loop is:

vSh(s) = ZS (s)iSh(s) − ZCP
(s)iHh(s) − ZLP

(s)
(
iHh(s) − iAh(s)

)
(7)

where ZCp and ZLp are the impedance of the PPF capaci-
tor and inductor, respectively. By substitution of HAPF and
APF injected currents (1) and (6) into (7), the HAPF filtering
characteristic is obtained as:

iSh(s) =
1

ZS (s) + ZP (s) + K ZLP
(s)YA(s)

(
ZP (s)iLh(s) + vSh(s)

)
(8)

FIGURE 9 (a) Notch filter (NF) block and (b) adaptive notch filter
(ANF) structure [28].

where ZP = (ZCp + ZLp). As can be seen in (8), the term
KZLp(s)YA(s) represents an equivalent impedance in series
with the source in the PPF equivalent circuit replacing the
APF. Therefore, the attenuation effect of the compensation
impedance, ZComp = KZLpYA, on different harmonics should
be analysed. The compensation impedance can be obtained as
(9).

Figure 4 shows the compensation impedance in the circuit.
As can be seen, when the APF is not connected to the system
(K = 0), the equivalent circuit of a single-tuned PPF is obtained.
In this condition, when the grid impedance is much smaller than
ZP, the desired filtering characteristics cannot be achieved. In
addition, the parallel harmonic resonance between LS and ZP

may occur in a specific frequency that contributes to the har-
monic amplification phenomena. However, when the APF is
connected, it helps the PPF to sink the harmonic components
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756 KARBASFOROOSHAN and MONFARED

FIGURE 10 Bode diagram of open-loop current control system for
different values of Td (KP = 1).

of load current, ILh, much more effectively and prevent them
from passing through the source. Furthermore, the APF damp-
ens any possible resonances. Figure 5 shows the HAPF filtering
characteristics for different values of K. When the APF is not
connected (K = 0), the harmonic amplification occurs in the
frequency range of 100–200 Hz. When the APF is connected
and K > 5, no harmonic amplification occurs and harmonic
damping increases by increasing K. In addition to one notch,
corresponding to the PPF tuned frequency of 150 Hz, two
other notches in the amplitude diagram are evident, which are
related to the LCL filter parameters and its parallel combination
with the PPF inductor. It can be readily shown that these two
resonances occur at (10).

As can be seen, these two frequencies depend on all HAPF
parameters and are very far from each other. The damping
characteristic of the HAPF for the source harmonic current is
affected by the source harmonic voltage (ignoring the load) and
is shown in Figure 6. The damping characteristic is calculated
by replacing iLh = 0 in (8). When K = 0, the source voltage har-
monics cause amplification of source current harmonics from
the series resonance. By increasing K, these series resonances
caused by the source voltage harmonics are well damped. In
Figure 6, two notches can be seen, which are related to the LCL
filter.

ZComp(s) =
K LP s

(
LPCP s2 + 1

)
LI LALPCACP s5 +

(
(LI + LA )LPCP + LI (LA + LP )CA

)
s3 + (LI + LA + LP )s

(9)

𝜔res,1,2 =

√√√√√ LI + LA

2LI LACA
+

LA + LP

2LALPCP
±

√(
(LI + LA )LPCP − (LA + LP )LICA

)2
+ 4L2

I
L2

P
CACP

2LI LALPCACP
(10)

3 HAPF PARAMETER DESIGN

In this section, a straightforward procedure to design the
HAPF parameters is proposed. First, PPF parameters are
calculated according to the required reactive power and the
dominant load harmonic to be compensated. Then, the LCL
filter parameters are designed according to practical con-
siderations and stability criteria. Accordingly, by effectively
employing the inherent delay-based damping the need for pas-
sive or active damping is relieved, reducing the losses and the
cost.

3.1 LC-tuned filter parameter design

To design the LC-tuned PPF, several criteria should be con-
sidered. The PPF impedance should be as low as possible to
reach a good filtering characteristic and reduce the required
APF DC-link voltage. The filtering characteristics of the
LC-tuned filter for different values of filter inductor and
capacitor are compared in Figure 7. Accordingly, the capac-
itor value should be as high as possible while the inductor
value is low to obtain the best filtering performance. Yet,
the high capacitance contributes to a high capacitive reactive
current through the filter. Also, the low inductance causes
the rise of current ripples. Therefore, a tradeoff should be
reached. The design of these parameters must be done accord-
ing to the nonlinear load characteristics and compensation
requirements. The capacitor CP is mainly for load reactive
power compensation and the series connection of CP and
LP is used for selective compensation of the major load
harmonic of concern. These parameters are calculated from
(11) and (12) where n is the order of PPF tuned harmonic,
ω1 is the fundamental angular frequency, VS is the RMS
value of grid voltage and QL is the required load reactive
power.

CP =
(

1 −
1
n2

) QL

𝜔1V 2
S

(11)

LP =
1

n2𝜔2
1CP

(12)
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KARBASFOROOSHAN and MONFARED 757

FIGURE 11 Proposed overall control system block diagram.

FIGURE 12 Experimental setup.

Here, n= 3, VS = 230 Vrms, and QL = 2 kVAR. So, the capac-
itor value is calculated as 107 µF from (11) and the standard
value of CP = 100 µF is selected. The PPF inductor is then
calculated from (12) as LP = 11.25 mH.

3.2 Practical constraints for LCL filter

Inverter current ripple, grid current harmonics, and capaci-
tor reactive power are three of the most important practical

FIGURE 13 Experimental steady-state performance of HAPF when only
PPF is connected to PCC: (a) grid voltage (500 V/div), grid current (50 A/div),
load current (50 A/div) and HAPF injected current (20 A/div) and (b) PPF
capacitor voltage (500 V/div), PPF inductor voltage (200 V/div), PPF inductor
current (20 A/div) and APF injected current (10 A/div).

constraints that must be taken into consideration while
designing any high-order switching noise smoothing filter [22]:

∙ The reactive power generated by the capacitor must be
limited to a percentage (x1) of nominal inverter power,
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758 KARBASFOROOSHAN and MONFARED

FIGURE 14 Experimental steady-state performance of HAPF when only
PPF is connected to PCC: (a) load and (b) grid current harmonic spectrums.

CA ≤ x1Srated

𝜔1V 2
LP

(13)

where Srated is the nominal inverter power and VLp is the RMS
voltage across the PPF inductor. Usually, x1 is selected in the
range of 2.5–5%.

∙ To limit the semiconductor current rating and core and
winding losses, the inverter ripple current is limited to a per-
centage (x2) of the nominal peak current (IP,rated). Usually, x2
is selected in the range of 15–40%. The inverter current ripple
mainly depends on the inverter-side inductor and is calculated
as

ΔiI ,max =
VdcTS

8LI
≤ x2IP ,rated (14)

where Vdc, TS, and LI are the DC-link voltage, the sampling
period and the inverter-side inductor. The switching harmonic
components must be limited according to relevant standards,
such as IEEE 519 which limits harmonic currents greater than
35–0.3% of the nominal current. With the PWM modulation,
the dominant harmonics lie around the first switching sideband.

FIGURE 15 Experimental steady-state performance of HAPF when PPF
and APF are connected to PCC: (a) grid voltage (500 V/div), grid current
(50 A/div), load current (50 A/div) and HAPF injected current (20 A/div) and
(b) PPF capacitor voltage (500 V/div), PPF inductor voltage (200 V/div), PPF
inductor current (20 A/div) and APF injected current (10 A/div).

So, the constraint can be written as

iA,sb1,max = ||YA( j𝜔)||𝜔≫𝜔res
×Vsb1,max ≤ x3IP ,rated (15)

where Vsb1,max is the maximum of voltage harmonic compo-
nents at the first sideband and x3 = 0.3%. Also, the transfer
function YA(s) should be calculated at high frequencies from
(4) as:

YA,HF (s) = ||YA( j𝜔)||𝜔≫𝜔res
=

1
LI LACA𝜔3

(16)

∙ Because harmonic compensation is the final goal of the
HAPF structure, control bandwidth should be adequately
beyond the highest harmonic component to be compensated.
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KARBASFOROOSHAN and MONFARED 759

FIGURE 16 Experimental steady-state performance of HAPF when PPF
and APF are connected to PCC: grid current harmonic spectrum.

Also, the resonance must not occur within the harmonic
compensation region. Therefore:

𝜔res ≥ nmax𝜔1 (17)

where nmax is the maximum harmonic order to be compensated.
Here, nmax = 25 is considered and the resonance frequency
calculated from (10) must be higher than 7854 rad/s.

3.3 Stability constraints for LCL filter

Figure 8 shows the Bode diagram of YA(s). As can be observed,
the phase diagram starts at −90˚, then jumps to +180˚ at the
trap frequency (tuned frequency of the PFF), falls to −180˚ at
the first resonance frequency and finally falls to −180˚ again at
the second resonance frequency and remained at −270˚. Also,
it is observed that the system without the controller and the
digital delay is unstable; because the magnitude characteristic is
greater than zero when the phase crosses −180˚ at the second
resonance frequency. So, the first resonance frequency does not
affect the system stability in this condition. So, it must be guar-
anteed that the phase lies between −180˚ and −540˚ just before
the second resonance. It is proven that in the presence of dig-
ital implementation delay, Td, the current control system will
be stable if the second resonance frequency lies in the range
defined by fS/6 < fres < fS/2 (where fS/6 is the critical frequency
of the filter and is defined as fmin during the following design
procedure) that results in (18) [21–23].

2𝜋
fS

6
⏟⏟⏟

fmin

≤ 𝜔res,2 ≤ 2𝜋
fS

2
⏟⏟⏟

fmax

(18)

These constraints and the resonance frequencies are obtained
with the assumption that LS = 0. On the other hand, if the
grid impedance tends to infinity, the series connection of the
grid impedance and the PPF capacitor tends to infinity. So, the
parallel connection of them with the PPF inductor simplifies

FIGURE 17 Experimental steady-state performance of HAPF: PPF
current harmonic spectrum (a) without and (b) with APF in circuit.

to the PPF inductor itself. Therefore, under the infinite grid
impedance condition, the second resonance frequency must
satisfy the following constraint:

𝜔res2,min =
LI + LA + LP

LI (LA + LP )CA
≥ (2𝜋 fmin)2 (19)

Therefore, to ensure that the resonance frequencies are
within the stable range, constraint (19) and the right-hand side
of (18) must be satisfied simultaneously.

3.4 LCL filter parameter design

With the sets of practical and stability constraints for the
LCL filter, now one can design a stable LCL filter with ade-
quate attenuation performance. To design the filter, first x1,
x2, and x3 should be decided. Then, LCL filter parameters can
be calculated following a straightforward procedure, described
below.

∙ Capacitor value first should meet the constraint (13) accord-
ing to the practical constraints. By substituting (14) into (19),
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760 KARBASFOROOSHAN and MONFARED

TABLE 2 Performance comparison.

Load current

THD

Grid current

THD

Inverter DC-link

voltage

APF RMS

current

Inverter

power

PPF (3rd tuned) 41% 33.5% — — —

APF 41% 2.3% 400 V 6.5 Arms 1800 VA

HAPF of [15] 41% 2.4% 150 V 9.75 Arms 740 VA

Proposed structure 41% 4% 150 V 3.10 Arms 310 VA

FIGURE 18 Experimental transient performance of HAPF in response
to load increase when PPF and APF are connected to PCC: (a) grid current
(100 A/div), load current (100 A/div), PPF inductor current (20 A/div) and
APF injected current (20 A/div).

the stability constraint for the capacitor is obtained as:

CA ≤ VdcTS + 8x2IP ,rated (LA + LP )

VdcTS (LA + LP )(2𝜋 fmin)2
(20)

which readily simplifies to:

CA ≤ 8x2IP ,rated

VdcTS (2𝜋 fmin)2
(21)

The minimum value obtained from (13) and (21) will be
chosen for the capacitor.

∙ After calculating the capacitor, the inverter-side inductor is
calculated as:

LI =
1

CA(2𝜋 fmin)2
(22)

It is worth noting that the allowed ripple limit for the
inverter current is considered for the capacitor design in the
previous step, and then the calculated inductance satisfies the
constraint (14).

∙ Finally, LA has to be chosen in a way that in addition
to appropriate attenuation of switching harmonics, sys-
tem stability is guaranteed. To meet the IEEE standard,

Equation (15) can be rewritten as:

LA ≥ Vsb1,max

LICA(2𝜋 fS )3
x3IP ,rated

(23)

After calculating CA, LI, and LA, these parameters must sat-
isfy the constraints (18) and (19). If these conditions are not met,
the value of the capacitor should be decreased and the design
procedure should be repeated. Here, x1 = 5%, x2 = 20%, and
x3 = 0.2%. The achieved LCL filter parameters are shown in
Table 1.

4 RCG AND GRID SENSORLESS
VOLTAGE CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN

4.1 RCG

The nonlinear load current can be decomposed into active,
reactive and harmonic currents. The final goal of the HAPF
is to compensate the harmonic components of the load cur-
rent resulting in a pure sinusoidal waveform drawn from the
grid. Many harmonic extraction methods in the time domain are
already available, such as the high-pass or the low-pass filters
to extract the harmonic power in the natural reference frame
or to extract the fundamental current in the synchronous ref-
erence frame, notch filter (NF) etc. [6–15, 24–26]. The high
dependency of harmonic extraction performance on the cut-
off frequency of low-pass and high-pass filters leads to a weak
dynamic performance of these methods. Also, the NF method
is very sensitive to frequency changes. To overcome this prob-
lem, the adaptive notch filter (ANF) method is introduced, in
which the centre frequency adaptively changes with the input
frequency variations [28–29]. So, the ANF is a simple and effec-
tive technique for voltage and current harmonics extraction.
Here, the load current harmonics are extracted by using ANF.
The ANF structure is shown in Figure 9. As can be seen, each
NF block is responsible for the determined harmonic compo-
nent extraction and a simple method is presented for the input
frequency extraction. In this technique, the in-phase harmonic
components to be compensated are extracted individually. The
sum of these components except the fundamental forms the
reference current of the HAPF. With the APF in the circuit, the
APF reference current is calculated by subtracting the measured
PPF inductor current from the HAPF reference current.
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4.2 Digital control system design

The HAPF control system is based on accurate control of the
APF injected current, iA. Here, a simple proportional controller
is utilized and will be shown that successfully provides high
quality and exact performance. So, the discrete-time closed-loop
transfer function of the APF current can be written as:

iA(z )
iA,re f (z )

=
GC (z )Gdelay (z )YA(z )

1 + GC (z )Gdelay (z )YA(z )
(24)

where GC(z) = KP is the system proportional controller and
Gdelay(z) = z−Td/Ts is the delay function where Td represents
the total digital control delay caused by the A/D conversion,
computations and the PWM modulator and is 1.5TS for a
double-updated PWM modulator, and YA(z) is the discretized
version of YA(s). Figure 10 shows the Bode diagrams of the
open-loop current control system for different values of Td,
when KP = 1. According to this figure, the control system is
stable for Td = 1.5TS and the sharp phase change of the second
resonance frequency is within −180◦ and −540◦. To tune the
proportional gain, the phase margin (PM) is set to the desired
value. To do this, first, the phase angle of the open-loop current
control system at the gain crossover frequency, ωgc, is calculated
as:

∠
iA (z )

iA,re f (z )−iA (z )

||||s= j𝜔gc

= ∠KP e− j𝜔gc Td YA(e j𝜔gc )

= − j𝜔gcTd −
𝜋

2

(25)

and by equating this phase angle to (PM—π), the crossover
frequency is obtained as:

𝜔gc =
(𝜋∕2 − PM)

Td
(26)

To attain the unity loop gain at the crossover frequency, the
proportional gain then must be as:

KP =

𝜔gc

(
LI LALPCACP𝜔

4
gc − (LI + LA )LPCP𝜔

2
gc

−LI (LA + LP )CA𝜔
2
gc + (LI + LA + LP )

)
1 − LPCP𝜔

2
gc

(27)

Here, PM is considered to be 45◦ and thus, ωgc and KP are
obtained from (26) and (27) as 1667 Hz and 11.9, respectively.

Figure 11 shows the proposed overall control system along
with the RCG. As can be seen, to keep the DC-link voltage of
the converter in its reference value, a low active power must be
injected. For this, the difference between the DC-link voltage of
the converter and its reference value is given to a PI controller
and its output is multiplied by the grid voltage to be added
to the APF reference current. Here, a grid voltage estimation
technique is employed to reduce the cost and size of the APF
system. This estimation technique uses the measured APF
injected current, PPF inductor current and the PPF parameters
as input. The equation of the grid voltage estimator at the

point of common coupling (PCC) is presented in (28) and is
implemented in the discrete domain as (29).

vPCC = −vCp
− vLp

= −
1

CP ∫ (iP + iA )dt − LP

d iP
dt

(28)

vPCC [kTS ] = −vCP
[kTS ] − vLP

[kTS ]{
vCP

[kTS ] = vCP

[
(k − 1)TS

]
+ (TS∕CP ) × (iP [kTS ] + iA [kTS ])

vLP
[kTS ] = (LP∕TS ) ×

(
iP [kTS ] − iP

[
(k − 1)TS

])
(29)

So, the grid voltage is estimated through some simple calcu-
lations. To reduce the distortions and noises in the estimated
grid voltage, the estimated voltage is fed to an ANF and its
fundamental component is then extracted to be fed to the con-
trol system. It should be noted that only the first and third
components are considered in the ANF structure.

The outputs of the PWM generation block are gating signals
for the inverter switches. Also, as can be seen, a feedforward
of the grid voltage is added to the control signal to improve
disturbance rejection and enhance system dynamics.

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To support the theoretical achievements and confirm the proper
steady-state and transient operation of the HAPF a laboratory
prototype is built (Figure 12). The system and filter parameters
are listed in Table 1. The nonlinear load consists of a single-
phase full-bridge diode rectifier feeding a resistor in parallel
with a capacitor. The control algorithm is implemented on an
STM32F407VGT6 digital signal controller from STMicroelec-
tronics. The waveforms are recorded by Tektronix TPS2014B
oscilloscope. Furthermore, the harmonic spectrums are eval-
uated using a Fluke 435 power quality analyzer. The grid
voltage has a total harmonic distortion (THD) equal to 4.44%.
Figure 13a shows the steady-state grid voltage, grid current,
load current, and HAPF injected current when only the PPF
is connected to the PCC and the APF is disconnected. The har-
monic spectrums of the load and the grid currents are shown
in Figures 14a and 14b, respectively. The load current THD
is about 41% and the grid current THD decreases to 33.5%,
which shows a slight reduction. Figure 13b demonstrates the
steady-state PPF capacitor voltage, PPF inductor voltage, PPF
inductor current, and APF current (zero). In this situation, the
RMS currents of the load, grid and PPF are 17.17, 18.31, and
9.15 A, respectively. When the APF is operating, the source
current THD decreases to 4.9% as waveforms are depicted in
Figure 15 where a sinusoidal grid current is evident. The har-
monic spectrum of the grid current is shown in Figure 16. As
can be seen, the grid current meets the standard limit of 5%
and the main harmonic orders (the third, fifth, seventh, and
ninth) are well limited. Figure 17 shows the PPF inductor cur-
rent harmonic spectrum, before and after the APF connection.
According to the figure, when the APF is not in operation, the
PPF current contains major fifth and seventh harmonics. When
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762 KARBASFOROOSHAN and MONFARED

the APF is connected, only the third harmonic goes through
the PPF and the APF injects a small third-order component
and all the other harmonic components. So, the PPF current
is reduced in this condition as the RMS currents of the grid,
PPF inductor and APF are 17.58, 9.16, and 3.10 A, respec-
tively. Evidently, with a small APF current, a perfect harmonic
compensation is possible and the RMS current of the grid also
decreases.

Figure 18 shows the transient response of the APF sys-
tem to a step increase in the load current. The filter
current tracks its reference. Proper operation of both RCG
and current controller ensures the grid current maintains
a sinusoidal waveform after a sudden boost in the load
current.

To demonstrate the superiority of the proposed HAPF struc-
ture over the conventional ones, the proposed structure is
compared with the PPF, APF, and conventional HAPF of [15]
through extensive simulations and the results are summarized in
Table 2. The PPF and APF in the HAPF structure of [15] are
in series and an LCL filter is employed at the inverter output.
The non-linear load of Figures 13 and 14 is connected to the
PCC and the filtering performance for four structures is com-
pared in Table 2. As can be seen, the grid current THD of the
proposed structure is higher than the conventional HAPF struc-
ture and pure APF, however, it is still within the standard range.
The main difference between the structures is the APF injected
current (RMS) and the APF power. The converter RMS cur-
rent of the pure APF is about double the proposed method and
for conventional HAPF structure is about triple the proposed
structure, which demands higher rating, loss, and cost for the
inverter circuit.

6 CONCLUSION

This paper proposes grid voltage sensorless control of an LCL-
filtered LC-tuned single-phase shunt HAPF. With the proposed
structure, the APF power requirements and costs are greatly
reduced. Exact modelling of the high-order system and its filter-
ing characteristics is done, and a straightforward design of the
filter parameters is presented. The LCL filter design incorpo-
rates stability constraints to achieve a stable operation without
the need for an extra damping method. An efficient RCG
technique is employed and a simple proportional controller is
utilized to track the filter reference current. The stability of
the current control system is studied here. To reduce the cost
and size of the APF system even more, a grid voltage estima-
tion technique is proposed. The experimental results on a real
prototype are provided to demonstrate the validity of the the-
oretical results and effectiveness of the suggested structure in
both steady-state and transient situations. Furthermore, a com-
parison between the proposed HAPF structure and a successful
conventional technique is performed, and the results confirm
how the inverter ratings are reduced by more than half while
the overall compensation performance still satisfies the standard
requirements.
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